
Securing and strengthening case halves

There are various ways to attach one case half to another, screw posts is the normal method, downside is attaching them to a
tupperware or vacuum formed case accurately, and securely. You also get quite large holes going from the back of the case
down into screw posts.

When you use a vacuum formed case, or a tupperware box trimmed to size, you have two case halves that need to be
secured together properly. You also have the issue that each section is fairly weak as a structure. You therefore need to find
a way to not only strengthen but also secure the sections together.

This idea came to me after replacing a car window wiper blade, and putting the spare set in my hobby room "just in case I
found a use for it". I was looking for an inspiration a while later to secure the case halves together, in a method that also
didn’t need lots of internal structures in the case to support it, be fairly simple to make and also strong. I saw this piece of
“H” shaped plastic and the penny dropped - ideal! Secure that to the case, one side by hot glue and the other by screws!
After taking a trip to the garage, found a second such “H” piece left over, and used both for this case (a 30” would probably
be enough, as the ones I had were 22”, needed two!

The plastic is strong, which means it has to be weakened to bend around a curved surface; that means using a circular cutter
on the Dremel to cut slits in the plastic so it can bend around the corners without distorting.



When prepared, put a line of general purpose glue over the top of the case, pop the plastic strip over, press down, then
secure with hot glue inside the case.

Naturally, there will be one or two “joins”, don’t worry about that.



Cut a strip of black duct tape(or electrical tape if you prefer) the same size as the plastic strip, more than 33” long, cover
the plastic strip with it to get a really crisp and looking result!

Ignore the vertical strips showing out of the corner - they will be hidden when the other case half is put in place.

Like so - put the case halves together to make sure they fit nicely, and where there are needed to be screws inserted to keep
the system together. In fact, the case halves hold together really well, screws will be there to make sure it stays that way.



It is a good idea then to put thin strips of electrical tape in the places where the screws will be placed and the pieces of
perspex, eg like in the illustration below.



Then, hot glue pieces of perspex on the case half that has the black strip attached, so it sticks up about 1cm or just under
into where the other case half will be placed, and roughly central to where the blue electrical tape markers are.

The idea is then, when the case halves are back on again, you drill a small hole very slightly smaller than a small screw you
are using through the other case half and into the perspex. You then just screw the two halves together. Dismantling the
system is just a case of unscrewing the screws and separating the two halves.

What you want to do is use screws like these - from a controller (eg DreamCast one, or whatever) - small at about 9mm
long, and pointed at the end.

The importance of the point at the end is to make it far easier to (gently) drive the screw home through the perspex, after of
course a hole has been drilled which is a tiny fraction smaller than the screw itself. Be careful when making a drill hole - too
small and you stress the perspex which could crack, too big and of course the screw doesn’t attach.

You can instead use small nuts and bolts if you prefer, like from a computer shop, if you prefer - thicker screws, however of
course it is far easier to make attach. The ends of screws can be reduced in size with a diamond metal circular cutter on your
Dremel if you wish.

Another method, is to use the male and female parts of screw posts and attach them to the assembly. There are various
options depending on how you want to do the job.




